DUAS FAMÍLIAS
Red Wine 2016

REGION

TASTING

Serra de S. Mamede - DOC Alentejo

Concentrated ruby colored wine, complex and intense

Wine.

aroma showing Bouquet from the stage in bottle and with
very present notes of black fruit, spices, light toast and
balsamic. In the mouth it is a wine that fills in layers, with
fine tannins very present and with a fresh and persistent

GRAPE VARIETIES

finish.
Serve at a temperature of 18ºC.

Wine made from vines over 80 years old
and with a mixture of various grape

VINIFICATION

varieties, the main ones being:
Trincadeira, Alicante Bouschet, Aragonez,

Grapes picked up by hand in small boxes and transported to

Grand Noir and Castelão.

the cellar where they were disengaged and gently crushed.
Cold maceration of 3 days and spontaneous fermentation
with a temperature control just to not let it exceed 30ºC. 1

ANALYSIS

daily “Délestage” and 2 manual reassembly with air for

ALCOHOL CONTENT

14,4 %

PH

3,72

ACIDITY

5,3 g/L

RESIDUAL SUGAR

0,3 g/L

better color fixation and integration of aromas. Maceration
in the masses of 23 days. Malolactic fermentation and aging
for 24 months in new 225 liter French oak barrels.

HARVEST
The 2015/2016 wine year was a particular year with a winter
with above average and rainy temperatures. The spring,

CLIMATE

however, was colder and with a lot of precipitation and the
summer, hot and dry. The vegetative cycle was delayed and

Strong continental influence and being
the highest mountain to the south of the
Tagus River, it has 2 very different

the harvest took place on 20 September, which allowed the
harvest to escape the warmer season and the maturation to
be exceptional and slow and with an excellent health

climates. In the north-facing area it is

condition of the grapes resulting in a concentrated but very

quite windy and cool, however on the

balanced wine with potential internship.

south-facing slopes it has a very high
thermal range in summer with extremely
hot days and cool nights, allowing for a
balanced ripening of the grapes.

LOGISTIC SUPPORT
EAN

560 0233 18 158 0

ITF

3 560 0233 18 158 1

SOIL

BOX (3 X 750 ML)

BOTTLE

Poor and of granitic origin with a lot of
stony, deep and with high inclination.

WINEMAKER

HEIGHT (MM)

304

94

WIDTH (MM)

-

298

DEPTH (MM)

88,4

315

1,7

5,3

GROSS WEIGHT (KG)

Paolo Nigra

BOX

5
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